
LIVING WELL GUIDELINES

Congratulations

First of all: Congratulations. If you are reading this, you have completed the
Refuel Renew Release Course. You have just spent three weeks re-evaluating
your relationship with food, your body, your mind and your lifestyle.

The founding principle of this course is that self-care is multi-dimensional.
Long-term optimal health & wellness comes from the way you feel, the way
you think, the way you breathe, how you function, how you move, and how you
live.
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This course has given you a 21-day kick-start to living well, focusing on three
paths:

1. How you function: nutrition & hydration
2. How you think: meditation & journaling
3. How you feel: breathing

And now, you might have some questions:

● Where do I go from here?
● How do I keep the weight off? How can I put weight back on?
● How do I know what to eat?
● How do I keep meditating?
● What breathing practice should I do?

This guide is designed to answer these questions and to give you some clear
guidance about how to maintain your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual
health into the future.

Where do I go from here?

1. Let's start with how you function: nutrition and hydration

Use the chart below as a quick reference to help you choose the seasons that
will form the basis of your nutritional path, based on your category/goals.

Category I: Reached weight goals, maintain weight, gain weight.
Category II: Little bit of weight/fat to release (fast? or slow-release?).
Category III: A lot of weight/fat to release.
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Cycles and Seasons
Humans evolved with natural cycles or seasons, suggesting that our bodies,
our psychology, and our metabolism are suited to and react to the seasons.

Create a lifestyle inspired by our seasonal evolution, rather than strict
adherence to the seasonal gregorian calendar.

This means seeking out a variety of food sources and choosing your food
combinations in cycles or seasons.

Many people fail to get enough variety—particularly of plant-based foods—in
their diet. This might contribute to:

a) The buildup of toxins that are naturally or unnaturally present in those foods

b) A lack of certain vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients that may not be
present in those foods
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Seasons Explained

The Seasons are as follows:

Autumn: A season of abundance: high-quality protein and tonnes of fruit and
veg availability. Lots of plant-based and/or lean meat proteins, vitamins,
minerals, water, and healthy sugars.

The natural sugar consumption in this season may activate the body’s “Winter
is coming switch” and trigger the body to:

(a) crave more sugar,
(b) crave more food generally, and
(c) store energy and water (fat) in preparation for Winter.

After having completed the 3-week RRR course (i.e. having already boosted
your bodies nutrition levels with the green energiser), you could supplement
this phase with the green energiser mild or prime (optional), but you could also
take a break from the green energiser and focus on your fruit intake.
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Winter: A season of scarcity. Low availability of plant and animal foods.

This is the season that our body prepares for all year and, particularly, in the
Summer and Autumn. Long, dry Winters can produce times of food
and water shortage.

Winter is the season for R&R, cleansing and healing your digestive system.

Winter gives the digestive system a break. Digestion is a major drain of
resources, and fasts can be an excellent way to cleanse the body and the
digestive system.

There are three general types of fasting:

1. WATER FASTS. A period of time that one only consumes water.
2. GREEN FASTS. A period of time that one only consumes water and green
smoothies and vegetables.
3. LIVE FOOD FASTS: A period of time that one only consumes water, greens
and fresh fruit.

These fasts can be conducted as a one-off, occasional, or regularly scheduled
fasts.

Options include:

a. The 1:6 Fast. This is a habit wherein one day per week you undertake a
24-hour period doing one of the fasts described above.
b. Multi-Day Fasts. These are fasts that may last for between 3 and 30 days.
(Please do not fast longer than 3 days without consulting a medical advisor or
attending a dedicated fasting clinic.)
c. The 9-Day Cleanse. This fast begins with a 3-day water fast and is then
followed by a 3-day green fast (i.e. green energiser prime), and then followed
by a 3-day live-food fast.
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Find out more about fasting by following Dr Mindy Pelz on YouTube.

While Winter may seem like the go-to season for weight release, it is not.
Winter tells the body that food is scarce and, therefore, to be reluctant about
releasing fat stores.

Winter is the season for cleansing and healing. It’s not a functional choice for
weight release. Healthy weight/body fat release comes in Spring.

N.B. low-calorie diets can stress the body and make it worry about starving
to death. This may cause weight gain, slowed weight loss, and general
lethargy or feelings of depression.

Spring: A season of abundance marked, generally, by heavy rainfall, abundant
hunting, and lush plant-food options.

When simulating “Spring” you would focus on high-quality vegetables,
high-quality fatty protein (e.g. steak, salmon, tuna), and abundant water intake.

This communicates to the body that “Winter is over” and that there is no
further need for creating or maintaining stores of energy and water (fat). This is
an excellent season for weight release and body fat percentage adjustment.

To maintain Spring (which may put you in ketosis ) you should increase your
intake of fatty, high-quality proteins (fish, meat, shellfish, poultry), bitter green
vegetables, and water, while dramatically reducing or eliminating any sweet
foods (including artificial sweeteners) and sugar or carbohydrate-rich foods.

You can accompany this season with the green energiser prime (no fruit). This
is an excellent season to do intermittent fasting, such as 17:7 or 16:8. Find out
more with Dr. Mindy Pelz.

Summer: A season of abundance and an increase in carbohydrate-rich food
sources, such as berries and middle foods, some root veg. In this season—a
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very good season for category I people to live in—high-quality lean protein, an
abundance of Spring season vegetables with middle foods added in,
occasional consumption of berries, and occasional consumption of legumes,
pulses and beans, paying attention to how they effect your body.

This is an excellent season for strength training and exercise. You can
accompany this season with the green energiser prime (no fruit).

Food Recommendations

This course is based upon the idea that every species has evolved certain
nutritional dependencies and certain food processing capabilities. Our diet, or
foods that fall squarely into our diet, lie at the intersection of these two things:

1. Our nutritional dependencies.
2. Our processing capacity.

We can use this logic to classify foods into four categories:

1. Essential. Necessary foods.
2. Acceptable. Useful, but not necessary foods.
3. Rarely. Not ideal food; very occasional consumption if any.
4. Never. Toxic, addictive, or otherwise harmful.

Essential and Acceptable foods are the only ACTUAL foods; everything else is
considered as a non-food and should be consumed only occasionally, if ever.

Eating non-foods creates a number of challenges:

1. Every non-food a person consumes probably replaces a needed food (i.e.,
Eat junk and have less room—and less desire—for veggies).
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2. Non-foods are often very high in low-quality calories which cause both
short-term and long-term blood sugar issues and may lead to the development
of Type II Diabetes.

3. Non-foods are often absent of water content, which causes the body to use
more of its existing water supply to process it—moving one closer to
dehydration.

4. Non-foods generally contain substances or compounds that our bodies are
not capable of processing effectively. This may cause the body to spend even
more energy to process the foods and eject the unwanted substances.
Non-foods may also trigger increased toxicity or even stress to the immune
system.

Categorizing food into Essential, Acceptable, Occasional, and Rarely can be
somewhat subjective. Each person has to choose how strictly they wish to
adhere to these guidelines, and to choose food based on how they react with
their bodies. With that in mind, you have:

1. A rough guide of these classifications.
2. A blank template so that you can classify foods for yourself and create your
own Nutritional Constitution.
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FOOD CLASSIFICATION GUIDE

* Items that contain sugar or are sweet-tasting should be avoided when in
Spring.

Your Diet Constitution
Please use this template to create your personal Food Constitution.

Seasons
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Choose one of the following Seasonal Ratios (or design your own) that will
form the basis of your Food Constitution, based on your goals:

Category I: Reached weight goals, maintain weight, gain weight.
Category II: Little bit of weight/fat to release (fast? or slow-release?).
Category III: A lot of weight/fat to release.

If you are in Category I (reached your weight loss goal), you will likely live most
of the time somewhere between Summer and Autumn.

You can either:
● use the ratios - X days in Summer/Autumn, then X days in Spring, or
● use a trigger - if you gain 2 kgs, for example, go back into Spring.

If you are in Categories II ( just a little bit of weight left to lose) or III (a lot of
weight left to lose), you are going to live somewhere between Spring and
Summer until you reach Category I (weight goals reached).

You can use the same ratios (X days in Spring then X days in Summer/Autumn)
or the same trigger (2 kgs gained for example = go back to spring).

Category I people have a larger cycle circle.
Categories II and III have a shorter cycle circle until they reach their weight
release goals.
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Core Principles Of Nutrition and Hydration

1. The word diet means “way of life.” It does not mean “temporary alteration to
your eating patterns to achieve a short term goal.”

This is an important principle because as long as people view “going on a diet”
as merely a short-term commitment, they will be missing something very
important: your diet is your way of life, and will, therefore, have a huge
influence on the quality of your health and your life long-term. This is not about
going on a diet, it is about making substantive changes to your relationship
with food and with your body.

2. Every living thing on earth has a specific diet; an evolved ability to
process—and dependencies upon—certain food sources.

Evolution is a slow process. For a species like ours, it can take hundreds of
thousands of years to evolve different food processing capabilities or different
nutritional requirements.

3. The more closely any living thing adheres to its evolved diet, the more
health and less disease it will experience.

When an organism maintains its evolved diet, it experiences better health. The
further off its evolved diet it veers, the greater the chances that it will
experience disease as a result of malnutrition (not getting enough of what it
needs), toxicity (getting the wrong things), or a weakened immune system (a
combination of both).

4. Fruits and vegetables do not fight disease, but their absence will cause or at
least contribute to the development of disease.
Many people regard fruits and vegetables as medicine when, instead, they
should be seen as staple requirements for a healthy body. When we see them
as medicine, we might feel that we only really need them once we are sick. In
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truth, we should always be looking for ways to increase our volume and variety
of plant-based food consumption.

5. Human diet is cyclical; we evolved with the seasons.

Our species, like most on earth, evolved to survive a variety of food cycles or
seasons. We are designed to get our nutritional requirements met over a
period of time. To suggest that there is some perfect combination of vitamins
and minerals that every human should eat every day is absurd. The only things
that should be listed as daily requirements are oxygen and water. Food, on the
other hand, should be eaten in variety over periods of time or seasons.

6) “Everything in Moderation” includes your health and longevity.

When people say, “Everything in moderation,” they are generally trying to
justify eating non-functional foods. A moderate diet will result in moderate
health, which is why the two largest killers in the western world (cancer and
heart disease) are largely regarded as lifestyle diseases.

7) Nothing tastes as good as healthy longevity feels.

People often make food decisions in the moment without realising that the
cumulative damage from the short-term pleasure of a tasty treat can be
extremely painful and expensive.

8) When you TREAT yourself, you should TREAT yourself well.

The next time you are planning to treat yourself, ask a great internal question:
“Are you going to treat yourself badly or are you going to treat yourself well?”
Treating yourself doesn’t have to involve sugary or fatty foods—it doesn’t have
to involve food at all. You can treat yourself in many other, more constructive,
ways. This could include a trip to the spa, a bike ride, or even just a long bath.
Make time for treating yourself well.
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9) Leading is better than pushing.

We all have our own reasons for wanting to bring our family, friends, or
co-workers into a healthier lifestyle. They key is not to push but, rather, to
attract. The healthier you live, the better the example you create for others.
And when you lead by example, people will simply arrive at the point where
they will want what you have.

Tips to Stay on Track

a) Pay attention to your internal dialog when it comes to food decisions.

By getting you to pay close attention to your food decisions, you are bringing
those conversations into the light; to the forefront of your consciousness. That
gives you the opportunity to make real improvements, and then, for years to
come, to maintain those improvements and even build on them.

Now that the course is over, keep the game going. If you notice that you want
something that you regard as “less than functional” then get back into the
game. Notice what you are saying to yourself and how the
little-devil-on-your-shoulder is trying to manipulate you.

b) Remember the Six Human Hungers.

When you are able to slow down and see which of the hungers are driving
your desire to eat, you can address them properly and make better decisions.

Remember, for example, that a dehydrated body may well ask for food instead
of water because we have, historically, received so much of our water from our
food. So, the next time you are feeling snacky, drink down a big glass of water
and see how you feel.

c) Notice how you really feel physically.
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Remember that most food decisions are really a decision about changing the
way you feel. With that in mind, slow down and pay attention to:

1. How you feel just before the desire to eat kicks in.
2. How you feel just after you decide to eat something.
3. How you feel with the first bite.
4. How you feel with all the other bites.
5. How you feel half an hour later.
6. How you feel the next day.

d) Give yourself a TREAT day every so often.

Being overly fanatical is generally a bad idea. By giving yourself occasional
Treat Days, you can reward yourself in healthy ways.

Use TREAT RATIOS to decide how often and when to have Treat Days.

Using a fixed once-a-week or once-a-month schedule seems to force people
to have Treat Days even when they don’t feel like it and doesn’t allow them to
have Treat Days when they do feel like it.

A Treat Ratio is, in essence, a minimum ratio of normal days to Treat Days that
you chose to live by to keep your health goals on track.

Someone may, for instance, decide to have the following Treat Ratios:

● 6:1 — One Treat Day to at least 6 normal days.
● 10:1 — One Treat Day to at least 10 normal days.
● 28:2 — One Treat Weekend to at least 28 normal days.

Once you have decided your Treat Ratio, you use the ratio like this:

You may have a Treat Day on any day you like, provided that you commit to the
agreed number of “normal days” immediately following. So if you are on a
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Treat Ratio of 6:1, you may decide to have a Treat Day on a Tuesday, but then
you commit to not having another Treat Day for at least a week afterwards.

If you were, instead, on a 28:2 ratio, you might decide to have a Treat
Weekend with the knowledge that you will then go for at least a month before
you have another one.

It is also important to remember that a Treat Day is not about Treating yourself
badly; it is about Treating yourself well. So it is important for you to decide
what is acceptable on your treat days—remembering, for instance, that certain
foods are “cascade” foods and might trigger strong cravings once you have
them.

When choosing your ratio, it is important to consider your health goals and
where you are right now. For instance:

1) If you are in Category 1, you may opt for a shorter or smaller ratio like 6:1
or 10:1.

2) If you are in Category 2 or 3, you may opt for a longer or larger ratio to
allow more time for healing and, if it is important to you, weight release.
Perhaps in that case you might consider 10:1, 15:1, or 28:2.
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2. How You Think: Meditation & Journaling

Meditation and journaling are two of the most effective tools for cultivating
creativity, personal growth and change. Please make time in your daily life for
reflection and contemplation, give yourself time and space to grow.

Benefits of Meditation

Meditation is the most powerful self-improvement, brain enhancement &
stress-relief tool in the world for purifying the mind and the body, allowing us to
reconnect with our essential self.

On average, we have 60-80k thoughts a day. Roughly 80% of those thoughts
are the same thoughts we had yesterday.

Only 5% of those repeated thoughts happen at the conscious level, whilst the
other 95% happens at the subconscious level. This means that your life is
running on autopilot most of the time. Repeating old thinking patterns that can
become outdated and hold us back, and sometimes in need of updating or
even uninstalling.

Feeling disconnected from ourselves, our purpose and being confused about
what we want in life is a result of not making the time to sit in communion with
ourselves. To sit, ask for guidance and really hear our hearts response.

Studies have shown that meditating for 30 minutes a day, for 30 days, can
reduce the part of your brain that causes fear and anxiety, and increase the
part of your brain responsible for memory, creativity and coordination.

Meditation & journaling offer you the opportunity not only to change the
landscape of your brain, but also the power to hear your hearts wisdom, boost
creativity and memory, live less in fear, anxiety and more in peace and
confidence, whilst also changing your thinking patterns and behaviours.
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When to meditate

● Meditation is best practised twice daily.
● The first meditation is best done shortly after waking, whilst you are still

in the alpha brain wave/hypnogogic state.
● The second meditation is best done late afternoon or early evening -

right after your most productive part of the day.
● Avoid eating and heavy exercise immediately prior to meditating.
● It’s best to avoid meditating too close to bedtime.
● The most important thing is to find a routine that works for you, stick to it

for 21 days.

How long should I meditate for?

● If you’re just starting out, 15 minutes once a day is good, twice a day is
very good!

● As you progress, 30 minutes once a day is great, 30 minutes twice a day
is EXCELLENT!

● Use the 30-minute meditations from Refuel Renew Release, or follow
Jess on Insight Timer, where you’ll also find 1,000s of amazing
meditations for free.

What should I meditate or journal on?

Make time for daily self-exploration and personal development
practices/themes, such as:

● MEDITATION: building the internal relationship between the self and the
cosmic self. This is the union of the mind.

● MINDFULNESS: staying present, purposeful, and powerful in the moment.
● LANGUAGE: practice using the power of your word for the highest good.

Realise that each word you speak has the ability to create your world into
existence. We inform our subconscious and the people in our lives by the
words we choose to speak.
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● VISIONING: practice two types of visioning; First, we ask our higher-self
to deliver our vision. Second, we focus our mind, creating vision boards
and mental pictures, and energising our vision with feelings.

● INTUITION: allow the highest guidance within to lead our way, being true
● to our heart, and taking the highest path.
● AFFIRMATIONS: state affirmations of truth and embody the

consciousness
● we desire to embody.
● SERVICE: give our love to the world through our time, talent or treasure.

3. How you feel: Breathwork, physiology and the nervous system.

Breathwork is the fastest and most effective way to switch your nervous
system into manual. It’s the bridge between Science and Spirituality.

The breathing patterns you have learned are designed to switch you from your
sympathetic nervous system state (fight, flight, freeze) into the parasympathetic
state (rest, digest, create).

BREATH TESTS
You can use these tests to assess what state your nervous system is in. Then
you can use the breathwork you have learned to switch between the SNS and
into the PNS.

Nasal Cycle Test

● Place your index finger under your nose > exhale sharply x 3
● Which nostril is dominant? Which nostril does the air pass more easily?
● Right nostril = sympathetic nervous system
● Left nostril = parasympathetic nervous system
● Best times to test: morning, before/after meals, before bed
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Empty Breath Hold Test

● It’s a good idea to do the empty breath hold test (EBHT) to see how
coherent/toned your nervous system is.

● The EBHT is a measure of how comfortable you are with CO2. The more
comfortable and tolerant you are with CO2, the better your ability to relax
and calm down.

● This is NOT an inhale hold, it’s an EXHALE hold - breath retention after
the exhale.

● How to do it: take three normal breaths. After the last exhale, hold your
breath out and try to relax your body as much as possible, start your
stopwatch.

● Time yourself until your first feeling of breath hunger, the need to
breathe.

● Don’t push or strain, it should be natural and comfortable.
● Record your time. Around 25-30 is normal. If your number is below 25,

it’s a sign of strain or stress on the nervous system. You can increase this
number by practicing the below breathing exercises.

Balancing Practices, switching on PNS:

1. Triangle breathing: 5x5x5 (reduce to 3x3x3 if necessary)
2. Alternate nostril breathing (with pranayama mudra): 5x5
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Bedtime Practices, switching on PNS:

3. Box Breathing 4x4x4x4 (reduce to 2x2x2x2 if necessary)

When to breathe

● Breathing is best done 3 times per day - on waking, around lunchtime
and before bed. This helps to really tone and balance the nervous
system, reduce stress and improve sleep.

● Box Breathing and relaxation breathing techniques are best before bed
● Triangle breathing and alternate nostril breathing are great in the

morning, before meditation, around lunchtime or before sitting down for
focussed work.

Putting it into practice:

● If you want less stress, more focus and make better decisions, you need
to switch on your PNS for rest, relaxation and creativity.

● Identify your triggers and make a plan:
● When things get on top of you - what can you do? You feel behind

schedule, overwhelmed, worried - what will you do?
● Make a plan to do this, tack it onto something you are already doing.

How long should I breathe for?

● It doesn’t matter how long you do it for, duration doesn’t really matter, it’s
how often you are showing up that counts. It’s about building up your
reserves.

● You can breathe for as long as you like, and until you feel a shift.
Practicing for 5 minutes a day is good. Practising for 5 minutes x 3 times
a day (15 mins total) is excellent.
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Setting your trajectory

You now have three paths you can repeat and follow again and again, in
isolation or together, whenever you need to get yourself back on track
mentally, physically, emotionally or spiritually.

You can see how these paths fit together in the summary framework below.
Use this as well as the example practice diary as your guide to repeat the
process as many times as you like.

You can also create your own 21-day practice that includes your own seasonal
ratios, based on your goals and dreams. 21-days is a powerful timeline to
create a new habit that will stick.

Master Your Mornings

There lies a window of opportunity to help you not only consistently enjoy your
days, but also get consistent YOU time. Use your morning to create
world-class existence and optimal health and wellness.

The key to leading productive, excellent, happy and meaningful lives begins
with building a morning habit and rising earlier. Your creativity, productivity, as
well as the quality of your life will transform as a result.

But it’s not just rising early that makes this regime so powerful. It's what you do
in the minutes after you wake up that makes this so game-changing.

In terms of mastering your mornings, there are three pockets for you to install
and then practice:

One pocket requires that you Move.
Simply put, doing some movement first thing every morning will revolutionise
the quality of your days. It cleanses cortisol, clears the lymphatic system, gets
BDNF, dopamine and serotonin flowing, and boosts your metabolism.
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This gives you more focus, energy and productivity, and reduces stress.

E.g. Hydrate, Breathe, Exercise, HIIT, Dance, Yoga

Another pocket encourages you to Reflect.
This segment is designed to help you re-access your natural power, boost
self-awareness, dissolve your stress, fuel your happiness and restore your
inner peace in an era of acute overstimulation and excessive activity. Boosts
your gratitude, awareness, happiness, wisdom, serenity. You gain greater
positivity, creativity and a richer life whilst decreasing your reactivity and
negativity.

E.g. Meditate, Journal, Plan, Contemplate

The last pocket centres around Growth.
Whether that means investing some time reading a book or an article that will
refine your professional prowess, listening to an audio session, or watching an
educational video to deepen your spirituality. This is going to deepen your
knowledge, acumen and confidence.

E.g. Read books, Learn, Study, Audiobooks, Podcasts, Online courses

Dedicate at least 20 minutes to each of these areas every morning to give you
a power hour that will transform your life.
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Refuel Renew Release - 21-Days At A Glance
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Example 21-Day Practice Diary
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